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Abstract— SOA reference architecture consists of service provider and service consumer layer. Security enhancement at each layer is essential to ensure end to end security for an application. SOA provides better features like encapsulation, reusability, interoperability, modularity and composability. These features come along with security concerns which cause a major incident at a later stage for SOA projects. Based on security analysis of different SOA projects the author(s) found ignorance in implementation of security at many layers of SOA reference architecture. The proposed model enhances the security at each layer of SOA reference architecture which will improve service reliability and trust for service oriented architectural projects. This model will secure each service at each layer of SOA reference architecture. It uses the latest technology which helps in balancing the Service level agreement of the service after the security implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The SOA reference architecture has nine layers which are used for designing a solution of the project. Each layer plays a vital role in project designing but security is a concern at each layer. SOA reference architecture has different capabilities which are being fulfilled in different layers which performs their assigned roles. This reference architecture uses a distributed model where tasks are divided into different layers based on their roles [9]. These tasks are part of the requirements which are being fulfilled in different layers of SOA reference architecture based on assigned task. The SOA reference architecture consists of service provider and service consumer. The service provider consists of Operational System Layer, Services Layer and Service Component Layer are considered as lower layers where as the service consumer layers consists of Consumer layer, Services layer, Business Process layer are considered as the upper layer of SOA reference architecture. Service implementation is done at Operational Systems layer, the Service Component Layer, and the Services Layer whereas support to business is carried out in Process Layer, the Consumer Layer, and the Integration Layer. The SOA reference architecture also includes four non-functional layers the Governance Layer, Information Layer, Quality of Service Layer and Integration Layer which are used to support different elements of SOA. The different layers of SOA reference architecture have been shown in figure 1:

![Fig 1: Layers of SOA Reference Architecture](image-url)

Security is a concern for both service provider and service consumer. The author(s) found security concerns at each layers so proposed a model to implement security at granule level. Security must be included as part of the requirement. Security verification should be enabled at each layer of SOA reference architecture to enable end to security for SOA based projects[14, 19]. In the proposed model the authors(s) tries to enhance the security at each layer of SOA RA so that an application can be more secure and reliable.

In this paper, the author(s) tried to implement security at granular level to achieve almost complete security for an application. Section 1 defines the functionality of different layers of SOA reference architecture where author(s) identified security Issue at different layers. Section 2 describes different security issues. In section 3, the author(s) described the proposed model which will be helpful in implementing security at each layers of SOA reference architecture. In section 4, the author(s) validated the model using experimental analysis and fond reduction in security Issue. Section 5 includes the conclusion of the paper.
II. SECURITY ISSUES AT DIFFERENT LAYERS OF SOA REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

In Service oriented architectural project, security implementation is generally ignored where as security consideration is required from the beginning of the project. Security should not be considered as technology only, but it should be included as part of the business requirement [6]. SOA based projects faces some of the security challenges are listed by the author(s) as below:

- User service identification should be secured. Sometimes the user credentials are propagated within and across organization causes security Issues.
- Security should be implemented at granular level to secure each service
- Security and Identity management should be secured
- Data in transit and at rest must be secured

Security challenges of service oriented architectural project can be divided into two parts:
1. Security Issues while Integrating different Infrastructure
   Different components have different security implemented like different authorization engines, identity and authentication systems causes issue in integration so called as SOA challenges.

2. Security management challenge:
   Managing the security of different SOA components is not easy. Lack of coordination, administration and resources causes security issue in SOA environments.

III. SECURITY ENHANCEMENT AT MULTIPLE LAYERS OF SOA REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

SOA framework is based on an SOA reference architecture which has different layers to perform a specific role. Existing SOA RA based project uses security as a technology not as part of project implementation. The author(s) proposes security implementation at each layers of SOA RA so that end to end security for SOA based projects can be achieved [1,6]. SOA RA layers primarily divided into service consumer and service provider layer where author(s) are trying to implement security implementation along with project implementation. The author(s) also tries to maintain SLA of the interface same as existing interface implementation. End to end security can be enhanced for SOA RA using different tools and techniques. Project implementation must include security consideration in each phase of project deliverable so that security can be implemented and tested at a granular level [3,7]. Some of techniques which can be used to achieve end to end security for SOA based project has been identified by the author(s):

- Identity and Authentication Services
  It is a service which handles the user identity. User identity is being authenticated using different tools and techniques. We should have a standard framework for these services so that the security implementation should follow a standard and service can be more secure and reliable.

- Policy Management f Policy
  A Policy is one of the building blocks of the project. The project should have a good infrastructure to maintain the policy. This will help policy to complete policy life cycle. Policy management should follow a standard which will be helpful in ensuring enforcement of correct policies and securities.

- Confidentiality and Integrity Services
  It is a service which handles the data issue and protects the data from external attack. These services are used to enhance the security of an application. Secure socket layer (SSL) is one of the examples of confidentiality services which will help in protecting whole data stream at the protocol level below the application layer.

   The author(s) proposes a model to enhance security for SOA reference architecture for each layer so that security can be enhanced at a granular level and each layer of SOA RA can be reliable, trusted and more secure:

   ![Layer wise security for SOA RA](image)

   Figure 2: Layer wise security for SOA RA

   The Author(s) proposes AAA (Authentication, authorization and accounting) for service provider layer and service consumer layer to ensure each layer of SOA RA is secured. Only authorized to use will able to enter the layers of SOA RA. The user details will be in securing DB cache, which will be helpful in authenticating the correct user. User
Identity will be saved in database. For authenticating any user, service will send a request to database to validate the user’s identity. User credentials are matched with the saved details of the database. Fetching the data from the database each time might breach service level agreement so author proposes to use global cache where user details can be saved. These details are getting updated in case of any change in the database [13,16]. Security verification and validation using AAA has been shown in figure 3:

Figure 3: Overview of AAA(Authentication, authorization and accounting)

3.1 Security Enhancement at Service provider layers of SOA RA

A service provider of SOA RA consists of Operational System Layer, Service Component Layer, and Services Layer. These layers are also called as lower layers of SOA RA where security implementation is normally ignored causes incident at a later stage [2,4]. The author(s) proposes a model to enhance the security at each layer so that all layers of SOA reference architecture can be secured.

3.1.1 Security enhancement at Operational System Layer

The Operational system layer is a part of a service provider layer of SOA reference architecture. The operational system layer helps SOA solution in the design, deployment and runtime. This layer acts as an integration point between infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and the rest of SOA cloud computing service. Security Implementation at this layer will secure the design and deployment process. Implementation of AAA will not allow unauthorized persons to use the design or to deploy the content on the server [1]. This will improve service performance and security.

3.1.2 Security enhancement at Service Component Layer

The Service Component layer is used to implement the services. These services are used to build the services such as technical libraries or functional components. In most of cases, it has been analyzed that some unauthorized person is consuming the service which degrade the service performance. SOA provides reusability so that any persons within the system can use the service. But this leads to issue sometime. Many users consume the services without having permission from service owner. The Proposed will resolve this issue where consumption of service allows for authorized users only.

3.1.3 Security enhancement at Services Layer

The layer consists of logical services which has service description, business capabilities and IT manifestation. These services are called when project is being designed. This layer is used by the project to implement the business functionality[4]. The Proposed AAA security mechanism will not allow any unauthorized persons to consume this service.

3.2 Security Enhancement at Service Consumer layers of SOA RA

A service consumer layer of SOA RA consists of Services Layer, Business Process Layer, and Consumer Layer. These layers are called higher layer of SOA RA. In these layers security implementations exists which protect SOA application, but these security implementations are apart from project implementation. This freedom causes many security issues at these layers [5,10]. The author(s) tries to enhance the security for these layers by adding security implementation along with project implementation.

3.2.1 Security enhancement at Services Layer

This layer is an intermediate layer between service consumer and service provider. This area should be more protected so that any authenticated elements cannot enter to SOA layers [15]. AAA implementation of The proposed method will resolve this issue. Only authorized users will be allowed to enter to SOA layers.

3.2.2 Security enhancement at Business Process Layer

This layer of SOA reference architecture acts as coordinator, which fulfills the business requirements using IT solutions through collaborating with service layer, integration layer and information architecture Layer. Proposed method will verify the authentication at each layer in case of interaction with different layers. This will increase the security of the data and implementation will be safe from external attack.

3.2.3 Security enhancement at Consumer Layer

The Consumer Layer is the point where consumer interact with different layers of SOA. This Layer acts as an entry point for external consumers. This layer helps the business process to enable channel independent access. This layer provides capabilities required to deliver IT functionality and data to end user. It has the ability to integrate services from within the SOA [12]. Many new consumers added in this layer. Proposed method will verify the user’s credentials.
before the consumption of the service of this layer.

3.2.4 Security enhancement at Integration Layer
This layer helps in routing and transforming the messages. It also helps in protocol conversion to support heterogeneous environments. Proposed method will allow only authorized user to perform the routing and transformation activities. This will not allow unauthorized developer to make changes in the service [17]. In SOA system, the developer who is not the owner of service can make the changes which lead the incident some time. Proposed method will reduce such incidents, only authorized person will allow to enter into the service.

3.2.5 Security enhancement at Governance Layer
This layer ensures the SOA solution in an organization are adhering to defined guidelines, policies and standard. This layer includes SOA governance and service governance. SOA governance layer ensures service consistency and service life cycle management. It is aligned with an SOA framework which defines an SOA reference model. Proposed model will verify and remove unauthorized users from accessing policies or guidelines.

3.3 End to end security enhancement using the proposed method
SOA based projects are attacked mostly so we should protect the services from different attacks like XML attack, WSDL attack, Phishing attack and SOAP attack. To protect SOA based projects from security attacks, different security techniques like data mining, XML encryption, Message confidentiality, Message integrity is used [8,11]. Some of the techniques to protect the services from security attack has been listed in table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOA RA Layer</th>
<th>Security Technique Implementation at SOA RA Layer</th>
<th>Protection from proposed Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Consumer</td>
<td>XML signatures</td>
<td>XML attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Consumer</td>
<td>XML Encryption</td>
<td>WSDL attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Provider</td>
<td>Packet Level Authentication Information Key Exchange</td>
<td>Phishing attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Provider</td>
<td>Mining (Association, OLAP Cube, clustering)</td>
<td>SOAP attacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Different Security attacks and their protection

In proposed model, the Author(s) have used different tool and technology for implementing security at each layers of service interaction. AAA has been implemented at data power as shown in figure 4, which is being called every time when service integration is done between different services. This implemented security for every service call. Data power has a global cache which helps in keeping service level agreement of each service unaltered. This framework will be helpful in implementing security at granular level which will increase service reusability and trust.

![Figure 4: Proposed Framework of security Implementation at multiple layers](image-url)

The Proposed method will implement AAA at each layer of the SOA reference architecture, keeping the SOA features
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Service oriented architecture RA has an amount of flexibility, but security is a concern. The author(s) suggested to enhance the security at a granular level of SOA RA and tried to implement the proposed model of security in some of projects. The author(s) collected the security gaps and implemented as part of project requirement which has been implemented at each layers of SOA reference architecture as mentioned in table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOA RA Security Analysis</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOA RA Elements</td>
<td>Security element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security for service consumer</td>
<td>Service protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security protection</td>
<td>Service protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Protection</td>
<td>Transport protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource protection</td>
<td>Service registry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security for service provider</td>
<td>Service description</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: SOA RA Security Analysis

4.1 Proposed Security implementation using IBM Data Power as tool

After implementation of security at each layer, The author(s) compared the service level agreement (SLA) of some the services and found SLA is almost unaltered. It is because of global cache implementation for authentication and authorization of users. The author(s) suggested AAA(Authentication, authorization and accounting) implementation at each layers of SOA reference architecture. This can be implemented using different tools. The author(s) selected IBM Data power as a tool which has pre-configured security objects and implemented AAA as a service. This Service is called at each layer of SOA reference architecture before processing their assigned tasks.

Figure 5: AAA configuration policy of IBM Data power

The Author(s) tested different application where services uses different tools like message broker, mq, .net and java. Service oriented architecture provides reusability, which becomes security concerns at a later stage. Using proposed framework, we can implement AAA security at a granular level. AAA security implemented using IBM data power as shown in figure 6 is being called at service interaction between the services. This policy also uses a global cache which is used for maintain service level agreement.

Figure 6: AAA security policy in IBM data Power

After implementation of security, the model has been tested using SOAP. Firstly, the author(s) tested the service in existing SOA environment as shown in figure 6:

Figure 6: Existing SOA framework test
The author(s) performed same test in Proposed model shown in figure 7 and found increase in security where as service response time was almost same as existing framework service:

![Image of Fig 7]

Figure 7: Test result of Proposed Framework of SOA security

The author(s) tried implementing the authentication for each service at each layer of SOA RA using proposed model and found no impact of SLA of service, test result using SOAP UI has been shown in table 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Result of existing model using the SOAP UI</th>
<th>Result of proposed model using the SOAP UI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service Response time in ms</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service response after implementation of Service authentication using userid and password in ms</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Experimental result using the SOAP UI

The author(s) also found significance decrease in different attacks like Man in the middle attack, Message alteration, SOAP attack, Path/Field/SQL injection, Malicious morphing. The proposed model validates the user at each layer and allow authorized users only access the data which reduces a number of attacks. The Data power acts as a gateway of each layer which removes unauthorized users to access the data. The author(s) compared legacy Service oriented architecture security Framework and Proposed service oriented architecture security framework as shown in table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Message propagation Security in percentage</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Service level agreement in millisecond</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security at service consumer layers in percentage</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security at service provider layers in percentage</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability in percentage</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication/Authorization in percentage</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase Privacy in percentage</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison of Legacy security model Vs Proposed model

The Author(s) have collected data from 50 project to validate the model using t-test:

Steps of t-test for comparison of the existing Model vs the proposed Mode Table 3.

STEP 1. Null Hypothesis: Let us assume that the proposed implementations have no statistically significant difference in security. Alternative Hypothesis: Proposed implementations have a statistically significant increase in security.

STEP 2. Level of significance(α) = 0.05

STEP 3. The degree of freedom = 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t-Test: Existing Model Vs Proposed Model</th>
<th>Existing Model</th>
<th>Proposed Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>44.16666667</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>.587.7666667</td>
<td>1117.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesized Mean Difference</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Df</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Stat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(T&lt;=t) one-tail</td>
<td>0.048013591</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Critical one-tail</td>
<td>1.833112923</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(T&lt;=t) two-tail</td>
<td>0.096027183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Critical two-tail</td>
<td>2.262157158</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: t-test result
STEP 4. Here, variances $s1 = 587.7666667$ and $s2 = 1117.5$
STEP 5. Using $t$-test, $t$ Stat = $-1.85860059839923$, $t$
Calculated = $1.8$ and $t$ Critical (two-tail) = $2.26$
STEP 6. Here, $t$ Calculated $> t$ Critical and $P(T<$=t $)$ onetail
(0.005) $< \alpha$ (0.05). So, the Null hypothesis will be rejected.
This indicates that the proposed implementation has a statistically significant increase in security. This $t$-test
validates that the proposed model enhances the security features for service-oriented architectural projects without
impacting the existing service level agreement for the services.

Statistical analysis of legacy model Vs proposed model has
been shown in figure 3:

![Graph showing increase in privacy, authentication, reliabilities, etc.](image)

Fig 3 : Statistical comparison of security Framework

The Author(s) found increase of security at each layers after
implementation of the proposed model which decreased number of attacks on SOA services which makes SOA
service more secure and reliable.

V. CONCLUSION

Security is one major concern for SOA based projects. The author(s) found security issues at each layer of SOA
reference architecture so proposed a model to enhance the security at each layer of SOA without impacting service level agreement. The proposed model has been tested on some the projects where author(s) found security enhancement at each layer and decrease in security attacks on SOA services. This model will helpful in securing an end to end security for the project and will also increase trust and reliability.
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